Nurse:

If you have recently been displaced due to the pending economic crisis and are looking for a
stable, consistent, clean and safe working environment than Bluebird has the perfect job for you. We
are a locally owned and operated business that aims to make a difference in the day to day lives of our
residents.
We provide compassionate care here at Bluebird. We are looking for someone who has a heart
for older adults and takes pride in providing the highest quality care.
Health Insurance, Vision, Dental, and 401k available- as well as tuition reimbursement, earned
bonuses, competitive wages and shift meals.
Bluebird has opportunities for LPN’s it its Nursing Department. At Bluebird, LPN’s (Licensed
practical nurses) fill an important role in our daily healthcare practices. Their primary job duty is to
provide routine care and assistance to our residents, observe residents’ health, and assist the Director of
Nursing and Unit Manager when required. They need to be able to communicate instructions to
residents and their family members regarding medication, care, and preventative lifestyle requirements
and/or changes.

LPN’s can expect to:
· Monitor resident care and supervise aides and other support staff
· Assigning and delegating duties to non-licensed nursing staff
· Perform daily medication administration to residents
· Update and record functions in the computer and paper
· Follow company procedures for incident and other reporting on residents
· Assist resident aides when required to answer call lights and perform resident support functions
· Perform daily rounds to resident’s rooms
· Admitting new residents
· Perform or assist in performing ongoing assessments of residents’ physical and mental health
· Make our Residents lives Wonderful by smiling, interacting with them and making sure they are taken
care of.

Resident Aide:

Bluebird Retirement is looking for dedicated Resident Assistants to contribute to our facility's
resident care while knowing that they have stability in their job, even in uncertain economic times. As
well as having peace of mind while working in a safe and clean environment.

Aides provide the hands-on assistance to each individual in our facility according to their needs.
Task may include bathing, transferring, dressing, serving meals, transporting, etc.

We strive to provide the most compassionate of care here at Bluebird. We are looking for
someone who has a heart for older adults and strives to provide the highest quality care.

Health Insurance, Vision, Dental, and 401k available- as well as tuition reimbursement, shift
meals and earned bonuses.

Dietary Aide:

If you have recently been displaced due to the pending economic crisis and are looking for a
stable, consistent, clean and safe working environment than Bluebird has the perfect job for you. We
are a locally owned and operated business that aims to make a difference in the day to day lives of our
residents.

We provide compassionate care here at Bluebird. We are looking for someone who has a heart
for older adults and takes pride in providing the highest quality care.

Health Insurance, Vision, Dental, and 401k available- as well as tuition reimbursement, earned
bonuses, competitive wages and shift meals.

Specific Expectations:

-Team player.
-Serving residents in dining room and with room trays.
-Social skills

Hours: 7-3 and 3-7

Cook:

If you have recently been displaced due to the pending economic crisis and are looking for a
stable, consistent, clean and safe working environment than Bluebird has the perfect job for you. We
are a locally owned and operated business that aims to make a difference in the day to day lives of our
residents.

We provide compassionate care here at Bluebird. We are looking for someone who has a heart
for older adults and takes pride in providing the highest quality care.

Health Insurance, Vision, Dental, and 401k available- as well as tuition reimbursement, earned
bonuses, competitive wages and shift meals.

Specific Expectations:

-Team player
-Providing quality meals daily for our residents and their families
-Ability to prepare and cook meals
-Social skills

Hours: 11am-7pm

